My name is Manuel J. Martinez aka Manny Martinez, residing in Keizer, State of Oregon. I am opposing HB2543, this date February
18th, 2021
HB2543, after reading the text, I believe this Bill is not for protecting the Population, is rather to disarm the Population. HB2543 text
enumerate a substantial list of requirements and prohibitions not adequately in a "Free Society". Our Nation is Capitalist, iis not
Socialist neither another Marxism branch. HB2543 resemble more a fraudulent bill.
FRAUD, according to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary define an "intentional perversion of truth in order to induce another to
part with something of value or surrender a legal right." IMPOSTORS are the name given to those who defrauds. Following the new
administration in our Country under Biden/Harris direction, has been notice a euphoria to implement actions with a taste of Marxism
also, an extensive and imminent amount of Executive Orders which is a mandate on radical regimes. In Countries, suffering
Socialism/Communism, restrictions, prohibitions and possession of firearms are as strict as outline in HB22543. Do you want the
same?.
We have in this Country enough Laws to have criminals under control. We have plenty places to teach Gun safeties and proper
handling oi them all. Both Laws and training we have, What we don't have if to let all Law Enforcement agencies to do the job and
tell the Judiciary to follow the Law not to interpreted the Law based on politics instead on morals and responsable rationalism
without extremism and forget POLITICS.
HB2543 protect criminals also Tyrants. First, Criminals on the run are already outlaws for them is a bless, victims disarm. Second, in
the case of tyrannical regime, also a bless citizenry disarm, no rebellions. Tyrants blessed too. Subjugation firm . I came to America
for refusing Socialism/Communism. I lost my Freedom, God given Right, same as Civil Liberties and Rights. After years back, I
became an American citizen and I found what I lost in my Native one. I will refuse to lost it again Twice is too much. I'll pass.
.Reason for me to oppose HB2543.
HB 2543 is an attack to our Constitution, 2nd Amendment , the one protecting our individuals Rights, not limited to Freedom, selfdefense, private property and family. Why I called
HB2543 FRAUD, due to be a total misrepresentation, which is Fraud. Concentrate on this. With the population disarmed and the
regular Police defunded. How the population would defend itself.? The solucion: In tyrannical societies such as Communism, The
State disarm the population and the regular is replace by a Political Police., which is a represion force to prevent insuractions. Now
we can see the reason for HB2543. Exam[ples of Political Police: Russia (NKVD), Cuba (G-2), China (PAP), Hitler Germany
(Gestapo). By the way notice Washington DC, this administration maintain National Guards there , why?
I have been thru all chapters of an existing Marxist/Communism Society. The kind the Socialist describe hypocritical as
"Democracy". The interpretation, accordance with their standards is the modernistic execution of ABSOLUTE CONTROL over
humanity. Hypocritically using safety as an excuse to disarm the population. It is nothing more than an extraordinary FRAUD,

